
MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE 
 

Mathematical formulae should be written in 10-point type (the same as the basic text).  
Italics should be used for: 
- letters symbolizing numbers, variable and constant quantities as well as geometrical 

points; 
- symbols for functions, e.g. f(x);  
- letter symbols and letter abbreviations appearing in subsripts and superscripts (with the 

exception of two- or three-letter abbreviations, e.g. ikr , Xwe , Xwy , formed from the first 
letters of one word); 

- symbol of the partial differential ∂, which can also be written in upright type 
Upright type (Roman type) should be used for: 
- Arabic and Roman letters, also in subscripts and superscripts, e.g. x1; 
- Greek letters, also in mathematical writing, e.g. α; 
- symbols and abbreviations of measuring units, e.g. m, g; 
- abbreviations consisting of two or more letters, e.g. Re (Reynold’s number); 
- constant symbols of functions, such as: ar, arc, arccos, arcosh, arcsin, arctg, arctgh, arg, 

arsinh, artgh, clg, const, cos, cosec, cosech, cosh, cov, ctg, ctgh, det, diag, div, exp, grad, 
Im, inf, lg, lim inf, lim sup, ln, log, max, min, mod, non, Re, rot, sec, sech, sgn, sin, sinh, 
sup, tg, tgh; 

- symbol of the differential d, it can also be written in italics; 
- special numbers: π and e (base of a natural logarithm); 
- probability P(A), expected value E(x), random variable variance D2(X), symbol of change 

(growth) ∆ (delta). 
Bold upright type is used to distinguish matrices (e.g. A, I, E), and bold italics are used for 
vectors (or in the following way: v
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where: 
  

A, B, C                 –  coefficients for boundry area C = 0, 
 y –  distance of the measure point from the wall limiting the stream, 
 R –  radius of the round-section duct, 
 D –  the duct diameter. 
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where: 
 ψ(r, t), ψ*(r, t) –  conjugate wave functions. 
 


